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Project Description
The project consisted of cca 1400 Forms of different shape and complexity,
using the SoftBASE Value-upgrade.

The project in itself was voluminous and as expected, there were various
challenges on the way but nonetheless all major milestones are met and
important obstacles removed.
Among the challenges, notable are the lack of standardization across the
application.

Project Description - Value-upgrade Process
As seen on the website, there are standard features which are added as part
of the default value upgrade, but there are
also optional features from which the
client chooses.

For this project, the optional features were
APEX linking and role based navigation.

The Value-upgrade Features
The features, both the standard ones and the optional ones are independent of each other
therefore they can be added individually and they will work no matter the combination in which they
are found.

The individualism is given by the fact that each feature has its objects in an
object library dedicated to itself, and the code in libraries. This makes it easier to
maintain, since there is only one source of truth.
All these features improve productivity by either making the system easier to use, more intuitive,
faster or by offering a whole new way of doing something that otherwise required extra steps or
even extra applications opened (ex. Google Integration or Apex Deep Linking offer pinpointed
navigation to certain files/documents in applications outside of Forms, no manual opening of the
application and searching for the file/document yourself).

Before and After

Value-upgrade - Look and Feel
●
●
●

●
●
●

We automatically resize all Forms to a size suitable for HD screens, no matter the coordinate
system in which the Forms are (inch, point, pixel).
At this point, the sizes of items, scrollbars, buttons and toolbar, width/height or both become
standardized across the application.
The width of scrollbars becomes standard while the height is calculated according to the
number of items and set.
The toolbar buttons are resized to be able to fit 32x32 images.
There is a balance between the icon colors and the Oracle Look and Feel color scheme.
The round icons, in their simplicity, are easy on the eyes and quite intuitive.

Value-upgrade - Look and Feel
● The colors use the Oracle Look and Feel definitions of OLAF1, OLAF2,
OLAF3, OLAFVeryLight , OLAFVeryDark and so on and are added to the
Visual Attributes from where are used across the application, according to
context.
● The Fonts used are the generic ones and are defined in the Enterprise
Manager under “Fonts and Icon Mappings”.

Value-upgrade - Look and Feel
● The purpose of the colors is not only visual aesthetics but also helps
differentiating a type of field from another type of field.
○
○
○
○

Mandatory items from non mandatory items - helps avoiding error/notification messages
which interrupt the fluid working process.
Description items and/or disabled items - give information regarding the data contained
in the field from the start.
Current Record visual attribute - easy to follow.
Enter/Execute Query - makes it obvious that you are in a query mode and makes it
possible to see which items are querriable.

VU - Standard Features - Right Click API
● The Right Click API is a right-click menu which is defined in a form and can
be accessed by right clicking anywhere on the canvas .

VU - Standard Features - Right Click API
● Via the Right Click API you can navigate quickly between Forms but can
also can define host commands and URLs with what parameters you
need, and easily navigate to those.
● The Right Click API feature, as a whole, consists of a form, a few tables
and procedures, and a set of popup menus which are put in an object
library, and added to the toolbar and the canvas.
● All the objects needed for this functionality are native.

Value-upgrade - Standard Features - Workflow
● The workflow navigation feature, like the Right Click API, consists of a
form in which you define where to navigate to from where. This form is
accessed via the Right Click Menu on the Toolbar.

Value-upgrade - Standard Features - Workflow
● After the workflow is defined (per form per user group), the workflow
button on the toolbar becomes active and pressing it will navigate the
user to the form/block/item defined previously.
●
Becomes
● The Workflow feature consists of a form which is given, a few tables,
procedures which are added to the library and the button on the toolbar.
● All the Objects are native.

VU - Standard Features - Screen Reporting

VU - Standard Features - Screen Reporting
● There is a form in which you can define which block with which column
you wish to be taken into consideration when writing to
the file.
● To write to .csv or .html, or select the block and columns to write, right
click on the toolbar and go to the desired entry in the webtools menu.
● The form and the code required is given as part of the installation.
● The screen reporting is possible on both single blocks and master detail
blocks.
● This feature comes with 3 entries in the menu, and a few procedures in
the library.

The Process - Continuous Access During Project
● Initially we offered a Linux server as a delivery/test server accessible by
the client.
● The Client is Windows only therefore we prepared a Windows 12 server
for them which they can access via VPN and at any time see and test the
progress of the project.

The Process - Preparation - 2 .fmb files
● All the objects needed for the features were gathered in
one .fmb file which will be given to the client. This step is
simplified by the fact that each feature is already part of
its own object library, thus this step only entails putting
the relevant ones in the .fmb the client receives.
● Another .fmb file was made for the specific triggers or
visual attributes the SoftBASE Forms need to run, if these
can’t be mixed with the others.

The Process - Preparation - 2 .pll files
● The procedures needed for the features to run smoothly are added to 2
libraries:
○
○

A library for the client’s specific objects
A library for the Value-upgrade Forms (example the Value-upgrade Forms
have their own toolbar, thus the functionality for that toolbar is found in this
second library, because it is not related to the client’s toolbar).

The Process - Preparation - All objects are created
● The tables which are needed for the SoftBASE Forms are created as views
from the tables already existing on the database where possible.
● In the case of the user access tables, user groups and roles tables, for the
Value upgrade features to work we just make views over existing similar
tables tables, structuring and naming them however necessary.
● Other objects are freshly created (for example context menu table).

Process - Resizing - automated process
● When everything is ready to be added to the projects, the Forms have to
be prepared.
● The resizing of the toolbars, canvases, items etc. is done automatically via
several batches.
● The Forms are now ready to receive the features.

Process - Adding the Objects
● After the objects are gathered and adapted, there is only a matter of
adding them where necessary. For example, the toolbar features will not
be added to dialog pages where there is no toolbar.
● In the case of this project, there was a number of master canvases from
which the Forms took the toolbars and visual attributes, therefore the
objects are added to these toolbars, and they will be inherited by the
Forms using these toolbars, they only need to have the object libraries
added to them too.

Process - Refining
● The automated resizing process does its best to stay loyal to the original
form arrangement of items and what not, but sometimes , after resizing,
that’s just not good enough anymore, because with a bigger screen, a
bigger canvas, the items arrangement can be improved.
● This is the case for spread tables for example:

Process - Refining

Results
● The project was split into 3 major steps:
○
○
○

Value-upgrade Preparation - gathering and adding all objects and Forms.
Upgrading Process - automated process done on Forms and canvases by the bulk.
Refining - per individual form.

● Following these 3 steps, in the end it amounted to 15-20 minutes per
form.
● This was a big project, with a high complexity given by the lack of
standardization and the high number of master canvas Forms, each
bringing something new. The standardization was also done by SoftBASE
as part of the Value-upgrade.

Results
● The requirements were clear, the code was not to be thrown out and
replaced, no patching in code here and there just because.
● Everything was to be integrated in the product, resulting in the same
familiar product but with added value.
● The product in its final form would work as before , have everything as
before plus all the new features which must be in harmony with their
product - obviously!

Results
● It is important that the old functionality does not change, that everything
still works as it worked before (if not even better).
● The new functionality brings added value to the user experience which
increases overall performance. With so many features at the press of a
right click or a button, a user can quickly navigate from one place to
another or print csv/html files making everyone’s job easier.
● For a more detailed description of the features visit
https://www.softbase.dk/forms/

